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INTRODUCTION
The law of succession allows parents to decide whether they would like to give absolute
lifetime gifts to their children or subtract lifetime gifts from their children’s inheritances. The
two doctrines that operate to implement this choice are advancement and ademption by
satisfaction. Advancement governs distributions in intestacy and ademption by satisfaction
governs transfers made under wills.
Both doctrines allow courts to determine through evidence whether a parent intended a
lifetime gift to his or her child to be in addition to or in lieu of an inheritance. An advancement is
a gift made by a donor during life to a donee with the intent that the gift replace what the donee
is to receive under intestate succession upon the donor’s death.1 Ademption by satisfaction
occurs when a testator gives a lifetime gift to a donee, subsequent to the date of creating a will,
with the intent that the gift be in lieu of the legacy.2
This paper makes three claims. First, it presents empirical evidence suggesting that
parents generally intend to treat lifetime gifts to children as in addition to, rather than advances
on, what they are to receive at death. Second, this paper argues as a matter of policy that
lawmakers should allow extrinsic evidence to determine whether parents intend lifetime gifts to
be advances or absolute transfers. Finally, this paper argues that the doctrines of advancement
and ademption by satisfaction should be condensed into a single, internally consistent doctrine,
thereby avoiding pointless inconsistencies between them.
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PART I
Presumptions: Do Parents Intend to Give Equal or Unequal Shares to Children?
Early Legislation
Advancement
The doctrine of advancement is purely of statutory origin and must be determined on a
state by state basis.3 Early American advancement legislation was modeled after the first
advancement statute contained in the English statute of distributions of 1670.4 The English
statute of distributions provided that one third of the intestate estate shall go to the wife of the
intestate.5 The rest shall be divided “by equall portions to and amongst the Children of such
persons dyeing intestate” except for “Children who . . . shall be advanced by the Intestate in his
Life time by portion or portions equall to the share which shall by such distribution be allotted to
the other Children.”6 The source of the advancement provision in the English statute of
distributions is unknown.7
English courts treated all gifts made by the decedent to his or her children during life as
advancements except gifts of small sums and gifts made for support.8 English courts used a
categoric test by looking at objective evidence to determine the nature or purpose of the gift.9
American courts rejected the English categoric test and instead determined whether a lifetime
gift was an advancement by analyzing whether the decedent’s intent was to make an
advancement or absolute gift.10 Since early advancement legislation did not have presumptions
to help courts to determine the intent of the decedent, courts created their own.11
For example, when a parent gave a substantial lifetime gift to one of their children, it was
presumed he or she intended to make an advancement.12 Not all substantial lifetime gifts were
considered advancements, though. Courts drew a distinction between lifetime gifts given for
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pleasure and lifetime gifts given to establish the child in life.13 Gifts given for pleasure were
presumed to be absolute gifts, while gifts given for the purpose of establishing a child in life
were presumed to be advancements.14 For example, wedding gifts made from parent to child
were usually held substantial and made for the purpose of establishing the child in life.15 Courts
also considered the wealth of the parent to determine whether a gift should be charged as an
advancement.16 If a gift was of small value relative to the wealth of the parent, the court was
more likely to regard it as a gift for pleasure,17 whereas a gift made by a person of limited means
would more likely be judged an advancement.
In contrast, courts did not consider gifts for the maintenance and support of a child as
intended to establish a child in life. Parents have a legal obligation to support their minor
children, and many parents conceive that duty as one that continues later in life.18 Similarly,
parents have a legal duty to educate their minor children which many parents extend to
undergraduate and graduate school. Money spent for that purpose was not considered an
advancement.19
Ademption by Satisfaction
The doctrine of ademption by satisfaction originated with ecclesiastical courts and later
the courts of chancery.20 Courts used presumptions to determine whether a testator intends a
lifetime gift to satisfy a legacy. When a parent gave a lifetime gift to his or her child subsequent
to making a bequest, the court presumed that the lifetime gift was in satisfaction of the bequest.21
This presumption hinged on there being a parent-child relationship and that the testator had more
than one child, thus raising the issue of equalization among children.
Courts also considered whether the amount of the legacy as stated in the will and the
lifetime gift were proportional. When the subsequent payment by the testator was greater than or
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equal to the legacy, then the legacy was presumed to be satisfied.22 If subsequent payment was
less than the legacy, then it adeemed pro tanto.23 Further, when a testator bequeathed a legacy
for a particular purpose and then carried out that purpose during his or her lifetime, there was a
presumption that it was intended as a satisfaction.24
Modern Legislation
Contrarily, modern statutory law rests on the assumption that parents act advertently
when they make lifetime gifts. As the drafters of the Uniform Probate Code (UPC) posit, “[m]ost
inter vivos transfers today are intended to be absolute gifts or are carefully integrated into a total
estate plan.”25 This presumption leads to unequal shares in the estate, as parents provide
individually for the lifetime needs of their children without disturbing the underlying estate plan.

Advancement
Forty-four states follow the UPC’s proposal for advancement and presume that lifetime
gifts are absolute.26 Only Kansas, Mississippi, and Virginia still presume substantial lifetime
gifts are advancements.27 Kentucky presumes that any lifetime gift by a parent or grandparent to
a descendant is an advancement, if the lifetime gift was made with a view to a settlement in life
and not for purposes of maintenance and education.28 Louisiana generally presumes that all
lifetime gifts that parents give their children are advancements.29 In Louisiana, lifetime gifts
preclude a child from receiving anything further from the estate, unless the parent expressly
made the lifetime gift to the child as an advantage over his or her siblings.30
Interestingly, Kansas provides that an advance that exceeds the amount allowable by way
of intestate succession does not need to be refunded to the estate.31 There seems to be an
understanding in this state that parents may intend to give their children disproportionate shares
of their estate. Connecticut is the sole state that does not have a statute covering the doctrine of
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advancement. Connecticut case law indicates a gift from parent to child is not enough to
establish an advancement—there must be evidence of such intention “beyond the unexplained
act” such as declarations of the parent.32
Ademption by Satisfaction
Twenty-nine states follow the UPC proposal for ademption by satisfaction and presume
lifetime gifts to be absolute.33 In contrast, Kentucky and West Virginia presume that a
satisfaction occurs where testators give their child or other beneficiary a lifetime gift subsequent
to executing a will benefiting them in cases where parol or other evidence indicates that the
testator intended to make a satisfaction.34 The nineteen remaining states do not have ademption
by satisfaction statutes but most of these states contain case law concerning satisfaction.35
Ten state courts hold that if the testator is a parent or stands in loco parentis to the
legatee, a lifetime gift made after executing a will is presumed to be in satisfaction of the bequest
to the legatee.36 Several jurisdictions qualify this presumption by holding that the lifetime gift to
the child must be of the same general nature and generally equal in size to the bequest.37 The
presumption is rebuttable by evidence that the parent wished his or her child to take both the
lifetime gift and bequest.38
Six jurisdictions hold that if a testator gives a lifetime gift to a stranger subsequent to
executing a will benefiting him or her, then no presumption of satisfaction arises.39 Any
beneficiary other than one who is a child or for whom testator assumed legal duties of a parent is
regarded as a stranger.40 For example, aunts, uncles, and grandparents are considered strangers
unless they stand in loco parentis to the child.41 In contrast, Tennessee rejects the parent-child
presumption because it suggests that testators have greater affection for strangers than their own
children.42
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Eight states hold that a legacy is adeemed when the legacy and the subsequent lifetime
gift are made for the same purpose.43 For example, there may be a satisfaction where a transfer
of stock and a devise are both made with the purpose of rewarding faithful attendance.44
Maryland further refines this rule, by noting the lifetime gift must not be substantially different
in kind from the legacy.45
Five jurisdictions hold that a satisfaction is presumed where the testator conveys the
devisee the same land which was devised to him or her in the will.46 Finally, Iowa holds that no
satisfaction occurs where the testator is fulfilling a legal obligation or duty, such as a divorce
decree satisfying the property rights between the parties as they existed at that time.47
Notwithstanding the foregoing presumptions, eight states hold that presumptions may be
overcome with evidence showing that the testator did not intend a satisfaction.48
Connecticut places greater emphasis on evidence of a testator’s intent and less on
presumptions to aid the courts in determining whether a lifetime gift is in satisfaction. In Cowles
v. Cowles, the court held there is a satisfaction of a devise when there is express proof that the
testator intends a satisfaction.49 Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, New Hampshire, and
Wyoming have no cases on point regarding the framework for the doctrine of ademption by
satisfaction.
Policy Considerations
The doctrines of advancement and ademption by satisfaction are rooted in the
presumption that parents intend for their children to share equally in their estate.50 This
presumption rests on the idea that parents have a natural affection toward all their children.51
Granting children equal shares promotes equity and helps prevent disharmony between siblings.
But the modern trend in legislation toward a presumption that lifetime gifts are absolute suggests
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an alternative scenario—that parents do not intend to treat their children equally, given disparate
needs (or, perhaps, dutifulness to parents).52
Relations between parent and children as well as between siblings are particularly
vulnerable during the distribution of the parent’s estate.53 Money is a way for children to verify
their parent’s love and approval so unequal inheritances could exasperate sibling resentments
that have been brewing for a lifetime. For those parents who nonetheless wish to assist (or
reward) one child more than another, while avoiding disharmony within the family, making use
of lifetime gifts seems logical. This approach allows parents to appear “even handed” in the
distribution of their estates while allowing them the freedom to distribute their resources
according to the disparate needs (or dutifulness) of each child. Wills are public documents, thus
children may affirm that they are equally loved when they receive equally sized inheritances.
Lifetime gifts on the other hand, are private transfers. Children do not have the same sort of
informational access to those transfers. Therefore, parents may give lifetime gifts to each child as
they see fit with less worry of causing rifts within the family. 54
Parents who make lifetime transfers to children still run the risk that word of them will
leak back to a sibling. Yet many families are secretive about these matters. A study of 650
families demonstrated that two-thirds of Americans with at least $3 million in assets have not
talked to their children about their wealth or never will.55 Evidence also shows that whereas
many parents give unequal gifts to their children during life, more than two-thirds of parents
leave equal inheritances to each of their children.56
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Empirical Data
Hence, we may conclude, theory suggests the coequal plausibility of the early and
modern legislative approaches to advancement. A presumption of advancement for children
conforms with the assumption that parents prefer to treat their children equally. A presumption
against advancement conforms to the assumption that parents wish to benefit needy (or dutiful)
children in a covert manner while maintaining superficial equality in their estate plans.
In order to determine which approach better reflects the typical intent of parents, we need
empirical evidence. This paper presents the results of the first empirical study ever undertaken to
establish parental preferences regarding the treatment of lifetime gifts. I conducted a survey on
March 3, 2019, for a period of two weeks, through Qualtrics, an online questionnaire system.
The survey included a total of one thousand and thirty-two respondents. The survey focused on
parents giving substantial lifetime gifts to their children because advancements are mostly made
to children.57 Further, the doctrine of advancements is designed to produce equality between
children so the survey tests whether parents intend to treat their children equally or in the
alternative as the UPC suggests, unequally.
The survey asked respondents how many children they have in order to narrow the study
to respondents with more than one child. The survey categorized respondents according to those
that have a will, living trust, or neither to determine if intent varies as a result of different estate
planning methods. To test whether parents intend to give equal or unequal portions of their estate
to each of their children the survey asked: “Let’s assume you made a substantial gift to one of
your children -- but not to other children -- during your lifetime. For example, you gave one of
your children money for a house. Would you want that amount to be subtracted from their
inheritance upon your death? Or would you want that amount to be in addition to what they
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would receive upon your death?” The two last sentences of the question containing the words
“subtracted from” and “in addition to” were alternated in order to control for question-order bias.
Survey Results for Respondents with More Than One Child
Will
Living Trust
Intestacy
Respondents
Respondents that 46 out of 98
13 out of 34
76 out of 186
believe lifetime
respondents,
respondents,
respondents,
gifts should be
48.94%
40%
40.85%
an advancement
or satisfaction of
a legacy:
Respondents that 52 out of 98
21 out of 34
110 out of 186
believe lifetime
respondents,
respondents,
respondents,
gifts should be
51.05%
60%
59.14%
absolute:

Total
135 out of 318
respondents,
42%

183 out of 318
respondents,
57.55%

Among the one thousand and thirty-two total respondents, three hundred and eighteen
respondents had more than one child. Within this subset of respondents, a clear majority of
57.55% answered that they intend lifetime gifts to their children during life to be absolute. For
respondent with wills, 51.05% believed lifetime gifts should be absolute. For respondents with
living trust, 60% believed lifetime gifts should be absolute. Finally, 59.14% of respondents
without a will or living trust believed that lifetime gifts should be absolute. Although the sample
size is small, these data suggest that most parents do not intend to give their children equal
portions of their entire estate.
To align with the intent of the majority of parents, states should adopt the UPC proposal
that lifetime gifts are presumed to be absolute.
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PART II
Evidentiary Issue: What Should a Donor Have to Do to Override the Rule That Gifts Are
Absolute?
Legislation
Most states used to determine whether a lifetime gift was an advancement or satisfaction,
as opposed to an absolute transfer, through extrinsic evidence.58 Extrinsic evidence can take the
form of oral declarations by the transferor, actions by the transferor, and the circumstances
surrounding the transfer. Today, however, the trend among the states is to follow the UPC, which
requires written evidence to rebut the presumption that lifetime gifts are intended to be absolute.
Under the UPC, a lifetime gift that the decedent gave to an heir is treated as an advancement
only if “(i) the decedent declared in a contemporaneous writing, or the heir acknowledged in
writing that the gift is an advancement, or (ii) the decedent’s contemporaneous writing or the
heir’s written acknowledgement otherwise indicates that the gift is to be taken into account in
computing the division and distribution of the decedent’s intestate estate.” 59 Likewise, under the
UPC, a lifetime gift to the beneficiary under a will is treated as a satisfaction only if “(i) the will
provides for deduction of the gift, (ii) the testator declared in contemporaneous writing that the
gift is in satisfaction of the devise or that the value is to be deducted from the value of the devise,
or (iii) the devisee acknowledged in writing that the gift is in satisfaction of the devise or that its
value is to be deducted from the value of the devise.” 60
Advancement
Forty-one states follow the UPC and require a writing to prove that a lifetime gift is an
advancement.61 Twenty of these states contain a writing requirement that is taken almost
verbatim from the UPC.62 Others provide variations on the UPC provisions. For example,
Vermont’s advancement legislation provides a lifetime gift is an advancement if the decedent
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declares the gift is an advancement in a signed writing executed in the presence of two
disinterested persons or the gift is acknowledged in a signed writing as an advancement by the
recipient.63 South Carolina similarly requires a contemporaneous writing signed by the decedent
or a signed written acknowledgement by the recipient.64 Georgia requires the decedent to declare
an advancement in a signed writing within thirty days of making the transfer or the recipient to
acknowledge the same in a signed writing at any time.65 Wisconsin does not require that the
decedent’s writing declaring an advancement be contemporaneous with the gift.66
Seven states allow extrinsic evidence to determine whether a lifetime gift is
advancement.67 Among these states, Iowa, Kansas, and Mississippi have no cases construing
their respective advancement statutes. Kentucky considers testimony, formal documents such as
deeds, and surrounding circumstances to determine whether a lifetime gift is absolute or an
advancement.68 For example, if a parent makes wedding gifts of the same amount to each child
without any view to a portion or settlement in life, then a Kentucky court is likely to find that
there is no advancement.69 Further, if a parent paid his child’s hospital bill or attorney’s fees to
help a child in trouble, then a court is likely to find the payment was not an advancement.70
When there is testimony from the donee indicating that the donor’s gift of money to the donee
was made to equalize the children’s shares, a court will likely hold the gift to be an
advancement.71
North Carolina considers written, oral and circumstantial evidence to determine whether
an advancement has been made.72 For example, in Snyder v. Duncan, the daughter signed a
writing expressly stating that her father paid the purchase price for a tract of land conveyed to
her.73 Although the father did not sign the writing, the court held that the transfer constituted an
advancement because it was consistent with the father’s actions in providing for his children
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during his life. Interestingly, North Carolina allows courts to disregard donors’ intent when they
are incompetent and order advancements be made to children or grandchildren when the donor
possess property in excess of what is needed for self-support.74
Finally, Washington considers oral testimony and Virginia considers the express
intention of the donor.75 Louisiana turns the UPC on its head and requires a parent or
grandparent to expressly indicate that the lifetime gift to a child or grandchild is absolute
otherwise it is treated as an advancement.76 Connecticut does not have an advancement statute
but allows extrinsic evidence in the form of oral, written and circumstantial evidence to
determine whether a lifetime gift is an advancement.77
Ademption by Satisfaction
Twenty-nine states follow the UPC and require a writing to prove ademption by
satisfaction.78 Fourteen of these states have copied the UPC writing requirement almost line-byline.79 Three others vary from the UPC by not requiring the testator to make a writing
contemporaneous with the gift.80 In contrast, Kentucky and West Virginia’s legislation allow
extrinsic evidence to prove the donor’s intent to make a satisfaction.81
Nineteen states have no ademption by satisfaction statutes but a majority of these states
have case law on point.82 Eight of these state courts consider extrinsic evidence to determine
whether the testator intends a lifetime gift to satisfy a devise.83 For example, the Iowa court in
the Matter of the Estate of Condon, held there was a satisfaction where the donor wrote “will
payment” on the check to donee, the check amount was for the exact amount in the will and there
was testimony indicating donor’s intent to make a satisfaction.84 Maryland explicitly rejects the
UPC writing requirement and implies that such a requirement would deter courts from upholding
testator’s intent which is “the heart of ademption by satisfaction.”85 By contrast, six jurisdictions
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lean toward the use of written evidence rather than extrinsic evidence.86 Arkansas, Louisiana,
New Hampshire, Washington and Wyoming do not have cases that determine whether extrinsic
evidence may be used to show a satisfaction.
Policy Considerations
Advancements, a Form of Conditional Gifts
Advancements and conditional gifts function similarly because each doctrine considers
the donor’s intent at the time of making the lifetime gift.87 The death of the donor can be
analogized to a “condition” for an advancement. On the other hand, advancements are different
from conditional gifts because conditional gifts are premised upon the performance of a
condition by the donee for the gift to become his or her property while advancements do not
require performance by the donee.88 Still, the issues under the doctrines overlap. The doctrine of
advancement asks whether the donor intended to make an absolute gift or an advancement. In the
case of a conditional gift, the issue is whether the donor intended to make an absolute gift or a
conditional gift.89
To determine whether the donor intended a lifetime gift to be absolute or conditional,
courts consider any express declarations by the donor at the time of making the gift or the
surrounding circumstances.90 In this context, it seems inconsistent to limit proof of an
advancement to written evidence, as a majority of the states do. Still, the limitation to written
evidence could reflect concerns about fraudulent claims and increased litigation. In the case of a
conditional gift, the donor is usually available to testify on his or her behalf, while for an
advancement, the donor is unavailable to testify, aggravating the risk of fraud.
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Achieving Donative Intent Versus Fraud Concerns
It seems that two policy concerns are in tension here. Extrinsic evidence allows courts to
evaluate all the evidence and circumstances that may shed light on donative intent. Yet, a rule
that allows specific factual inquiry into donative intent could lead to admitting evidence that is
prone to misinterpretation and fraudulent manufacture.91 And here, the unavailability of the
decedent aggravates the tension: the decedent cannot take the stand to contradict perjured
testimony.
Ultimately, admitting extrinsic evidence appears the better approach. As the empirical
evidence presented earlier shows, the majority of testators who wish to give absolute lifetime
gifts to their children is a relatively slender majority. Thus, a rule that excludes extrinsic
evidence would likely thwart quite a few decedents that intend to give lifetime gifts in
satisfaction of devises to children. In this way, the UPC writing requirement tends to
overgeneralize donors’ intent.
Further, a writing requirement could frustrate donative intent in many cases due to
ignorance; uncounseled donors may be unaware of the requirement. Walters v. Stewart illustrates
this principle because both friends and family in this case testified that the father intended the
$50,000 lifetime gift to his son as an advancement against his son’s inheritance. 92 At the time of
gift, the Georgia legislature did not require a writing for an advancement, and the father failed to
execute one; nevertheless, the state probate code was revised in 1998 to require a writing, and
because the father died subsequently, this revision applied to the distribution of his estate. 93
Although there was no writing to prove an advancement, the court of appeals reversed the lower
court’s summary judgment in favor of the son. The court felt that the son, as an executor had a
fiduciary duty to acknowledge that the transfer was an advancement, if that was his father’s
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intention. 94 This court realized that failing to account for extrinsic evidence might frustrate
donative intent when there were numerous testimonies of an advancement.
Moreover, writings are open to fraudulent manufacture just as extrinsic evidence is. If
legislatures truly wish to guard against fraud in light of the decedent’s inability to testify, they
must impose requirements similar to those that protect against fraudulent wills. One state has
elected to go down this path. Vermont requires the donor to sign a writing in the presence of and
subscribed by two disinterested witnesses that declares that a gift was an advancement.95 This
approach sets up the best available shield against fraud. But whether the risk of fraud is so great
as to justify such an excessively harsh rule is unclear—it could lay a huge trap for uninformed
donors.
PART III
The Doctrines of Advancement and Ademption by Satisfaction Should Be Merged
This paper at times has not differentiated between advancement and ademption by
satisfaction because the two doctrines are functionally equivalent. As this section will
demonstrate, they should be merged. The UPC observes that the difference in terminology
between an advancement and ademption by satisfaction is insignificant.96 If the two doctrines
serve the same purposes and are governed by the same policies, then why distinguish them at all?
In fact, in a several states, formal merger has already occurred.97 But that is not the case
under the UPC. Although largely coordinated, the UPC provisions covering advancement and
ademption by satisfaction display one discrepancy. The advancement provision provides that “if
the recipient of the property fails to survive the decedent, the property is not taken into account
in computing the division and distribution of the decedent’s intestate estate.”98 In contrast, the
ademption by satisfaction provision provides that “if the devisee fails to survive the testator, the
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gift is treated as a full or partial satisfaction of the devise.”99 The ademption by satisfaction
provision further elaborates on this discrepancy in its comment:
[I]f a devisee to whom a gift in satisfaction is made predeceases the testator . . . his
or her descendants . . . take the same devise as their ancestor would have taken had
the ancestor survived the testator; if the devise is reduced by reason of this section
as to the ancestor, it is automatically reduced as to the devisee’s descendants. In
this respect, the rule in testacy differs from that in intestacy.100
The UPC gives no reason for the discrepancy between the doctrines of advancement and
ademption by satisfaction. Since the doctrine of advancement and ademption by satisfaction are
default rules that represent the probable intent of the decedent, it makes sense to treat the rule of
satisfaction and advancements differently only if evidence shows that intestate and testate
decedents have different preferences in connection with predeceasing donees. The drafters of the
UPC fail to present evidence of such a discrepancy, and logic makes it unlikely: Why would the
donor’s intent in regard to predeceasing donees hinge on whether they were heirs or devisees?
Policy: A Closer Inspection of the Origins of the UPC Discrepancy
This discrepancy first appeared in the second tentative draft of the UPC written in July 22
– August 1, 1968—the first draft that included sections covering both advancement and
ademption.101 In that draft, the discordant rule for a predeceasing donee named as a beneficiary
under the will showed up in the accompanying comment, which stated: “If a devisee to whom an
advancement is made predeceases the testator and his issue take[s] under 2-603, they take the
same devise as their ancestor; if the devise is reduced by reason of his section as to the ancestor,
it is automatically reduced as to his issue.”102
By the 1989 UPC draft, the drafters moved the discordant rule from the comment to
“subsection (c)” of the ademption by satisfaction provision.103 In the 1990 conference for
amendments to the UPC, the Chairman presented subsection (c) of the ademption by satisfaction
18

provision and asked whether there were any questions or comments on the section.104 There
evidently were no concerns about this amendment because the conference proceeded on to the
next section without a word. Like the discrepancy in the UPC today, the draft gave no reason for
the discrepancy. Since the discrepancy is present in early drafts of the UPC, this may suggest that
the UPC drafters imported the discrepancy from pre-existing state law and that there is simply no
policy reason for it.
Interestingly, the Restatement contains reasoning for why recipients of advancements
must survive the decedent for the advancement to take effect. The basis for this rule under the
Restatement is that “the heir must have received the advanced property in order to be charged
with the advancement.”105 Thus, the intestate estate will be distributed as if the advancement
never took place. This reasoning appears equally applicable to the descendants of predeceasing
devisees taking bequests in lieu of those devisees. Yet, the ademption by satisfaction provision in
the Restatement reproduces the discrepancy and this time gives no reason for allowing a
satisfaction to occur where the devisee failed to survive the testator.106
Since early advancement legislation was modeled after the advancement provision in the
English statute of distributions, the states’ advancement legislation ignored the issue of whether
heirs take in place of a donee that predeceases a donor. The English statute of distributions made
no mention of whether grandchildren should account for advancements in the event the donee
predeceased the donor.107
Kansas took a different approach than the UPC in Meenen v. Meenen. This court held that
a grandson that inherited from his grandmother in place of his father was subject to
advancements his father received.108 The court stated that if the grandson was not subject to his
father’s debts or advancements, then the grandson would be in a better position than his father
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would have been had he survived the grandmother. The court further contended that the
grandson has stepped into his father’s shoes and should not be permitted to get a greater share
than his father would have taken. This analysis suggests that the discrepancy should be resolved
in favor of the rule appearing in the UPC’s section of ademption by satisfaction rather than the
other way around. Why should an heir be entitled to a greater share than the predeceasing heir
whose shoes they stand in? It is strange to allow heirs to inherit a greater share when they take by
right of representation.
Solution
To avoid pointless discrepancies between the doctrines of advancement and ademption
by satisfaction, states should uniformly merge these doctrines into one. That has already
occurred in four states: Georgia, New York, Oregon and Wisconsin have adopted statutes that
merged the doctrines of advancement and ademption by satisfaction into one.109 In these states,
advancements are taken into account in computing the recipient’s issue’s share if the recipient
predeceases the decedent irrespective of whether they take as heirs or beneficiaries under a will.
Sixteen other states that maintain separate doctrines take into account advancements to calculate
the recipient’s issue’s share if the recipient predeceases the decedent. 110
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, states should uniformly adopt the UPC proposal and presume that lifetime
gifts are absolute. A clear majority of respondents, 57.55%, answered that they intend lifetime
gifts to their children to be absolute. Further, states should adopt a rule that allows extrinsic
evidence to determine whether parents intend to make an advancement or absolute transfer to
their children. A writing requirement could hinder donors that intend to make an advancement
but are unaware of the writing requirement and thus fail to execute a writing. Finally, states
20

should uniformly merge the doctrines of advancement and ademption by satisfaction into one
internally consistent doctrine.
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